
Maison Burlesque is located on Bridge Road, Richmond - a 10m tram ride
from the Melbourne CBD. Primarily designed for use as a burlesque studio,
boutique event, and photography space, Maison Burlesque is also
available for use as a rehearsal space, photography location, meeting
room, classes and small performance space.

We have two studios available for hire - 
the Dietrich Studio and the Mansfield Studio (see following pages for
descriptions, and our website for more pictures!).

Our COVID-19 room hire rates (per room) for photography/filming are:
Mansfield Studio:
$150 Cleaning Fee + $50 per hour

Dietrich Studio:
$150 Cleaning Fee + $50 per hour

Both Studios:
$200 Cleaning Fee + $75 per hour

Payment/Deposits: We require a 50% deposit to book in, with the balance
due either in advance or on the day.

Cancellation/Refund Policy: We require at least 48 hours notice to
reschedule your booking to another day. Anything less will mean your
deposit is forfeited. We do not provide refunds for deposit payments.

Special Requirements:
Hirers of the space are responsible for their own Public Liability Insurance.
If you wish to serve alcohol during your room hire, please contact us re:
licensing requirements.

Parking:
Parking on Bridge Road is meter parking and time limited until 5:30pm,
after which it is free. We have two car spaces at the back of the building
which are reserved for staff, and may be available to use during your hire.
Let us know if you wish to use the car space and we can give you
directions. 

venue hire information
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Dietrich Studio
Art Deco Bordello 

Dimensions:
Floor = 85.55 meters sq.

High ceiling height
(Approx 3.5m)

www.maisonburlesque.com.au

Our Dietrich Studio is inspired by the dark, moody speakeasies of the 1920s
Weimar Republic, step back to the glory days of the Charleston in this grand
space reminiscent of Marlene Dietrich's black and silky tuxedos. 

It features timber laminate floors, a lounge area, hollywood dressing area, 'bar'
area, dance mirrors, and various lighting configurations.

Both rooms have air conditioning and sound systems.

We have trestle tables and folding chairs which can be used during your hire if
desired.



Mansfield Studio
Retro Pink Dream

Dimensions:
Floor = 58.45 meters sq.

High ceiling height
(Approx to 3.5m)

Our Mansfield Studio is inspired by the great Jayne Mansfield and her iconic pink
mansion. Step inside our "Vie en Rose" and live your best mid-century self! This room
includes a fluffy pink wall, Parisian style panelling, large Baroque gold frames and a
1960s Flamingo bar. It also features timber laminate floors, a small lounge area, dance
mirrors, and dimmable overhead downlighting.

Both rooms have air conditioning and sound systems.

We have trestle tables and folding chairs which can be used during your hire if desired. 
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